
Morever, ini the Indonesian context, there are alternative recipients of our policy
attention who, via their pluralist inclinations, could perhaps salve our policy
conscience while providing a longer-terni basis for a regional 'special. relationship'.
Ini recent years, for example, a range of dissenting groups have emerged nmade up of
NGO activists, students, Islaniic leaders, disaffected former governient figures and
increasing numnbers of workers and Labour activists. The establishment of Forum
Demokrasi, bringing together religious and community leaders has also provided.
impetus to a growing opposition movement in Indonesia, while the emnergence of
Megawati Sukarnoputri and Amien Rais have provided important figureheads for the
urban middle classes and the moderate Islaniic commumty more generally.

None of this suggests that Indonesia is on the verge of transition to (Western-style)
democratic governiment. It suggests, rather, that the Suharto led government is
increasingly umable to contain pluralistic forces within Indonesian society and that
Australia needs to be strategically astute as to the future implications of any changes
that might eventuate. Unfortunately, Australian foreign policy appears effectively
blind to this. situation while others, in particular the United States, pursue a"two
boats" approach to Indonesia which includes an expansion of links with opposition
groups and an active engagement with other than the ruling state hierarchy.
Meanwhile, Australia's ambassador to Indonesia explicitly rejects such a course of
action in favour of a rigid status-quo doctrine based on the order imperative and
support for traditional elites. 90

The short-term, practical reorientation of policy sketched out above is based on a
flexible, pragmatic approach to contemporary circumstance which, 1 suggest, is more
consistent with a notion of critical realism in Australian foreign policy than is the
wobbly synthesis of traditional and 'new' thinldng which has effectively embedded. in
place the Westphalian model into the 1990s. It is also more consistent with the


